Patterns of chromosome segregation in Chinese hamster x mouse cell hybrids between permanent cell lines and thymus cells.
Hybrids between a tumorigenic Chinese hamster cell line (DC3F-aza) and normal mouse thymus cells very rapidly lost most of their mouse chromosomes, whereas hybrids between tumorigenic mouse cell lines (either Cl.1D of L cell line origin, or PCC4-aza 1 teratocarcinoma cells) and normal Chinese hamster thymus cells lost most of their hamster chromosomes. From three such fusion experiments, 20 cell lines were developed which all followed the same evolution, namely, the elimination of the majority of the chromosomes contributed by the normal thymus cell. In some hybrids, the elimination process resulted in the total absence of intact chromosomes contributed by the thymus cell parent. Such hybrids were distinguished from revertant parental cells growing in the selective medium by the presence of at least one enzyme in their cell extracts which displayed the electrophoretic mobility of the enzyme of the thymus cell parent. These observations, together with data from other reports, suggest that, as a rule, interspecific cell hybrids which develop upon fusion between normal diploid cells and tumorigenic cell lines maintain the chromosomes of the latter and eliminate preferentially many or most of the chromosomes contributed by the normal cell parents, independent of the respective species of the parental cells.